Park Lane School Community Council Meeting Agenda

January 9, 2020

Park Lane Conference Room @ 7 p.m.

Attendees: Justin Jeffery, Greg Liddiard, Kaydee McMahon, Susan Homer, Penny Armour, Jake Prestwich, Ryan Stanley, Jessica Smith, Isaac Zeigler

Agenda Items:

A. Review and Approve Last Meeting’s Minutes (7:07)
   a. Motion to approve: Greg Liddiard, Second: Ryan Stanley, unanimous in the affirmative

B. School Survey Data Review (7:12)
   a. Council reviewed latest school survey data. 78 parents at Park Lane took the survey. Our scores were very similar to the year before and we averaged higher than the district’s overall scores. Principal Jeffery is pleased overall.

C. Potential TSSA expenditures-Talk CSIP/TSSA talk around #1 (7:17)
   a. Council reviewed data from previous years discussed what we might want to focus on for next year. We discussed the possibility of focusing on a math specific goal.

D. Review/Approve Safe Route Plan (7:37)
   a. Council reviewed the plan but had no updated concerns for the plan at this time.

E. Teacher Cell Tower Grant Requests (7:42)
   a. $259.43 for Susan Homer for the purchase of legos to help build team work, cooperation as well as use in math and science.
   b. $117 for Diane Nahalewski for small rewards for those special education students who work on a daily tracker.
   c. $200 for the 5th grade teachers for the equipment and resources needed for hands on science units.
   d. Motion to approve all three: Jake Prestwich, Second: Greg Liddiard, unanimous in the affirmative.
   e. Motion to approve $700 for a stipend for a PLE Coding Club: Ryan Stanley, second: Kaydee McMahon, unanimous in the affirmative

F. Open Positions Update (8:00)
   a. We have one position open but Justin interviewed someone for this position.

G. Motion to dismiss Jessica Smith, Second: Jake Prestwich, unanimous in the affirmative (8:03)